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CHAPTER I

UTILITARIANISM
ll

I
I

Errrcs is a subject about which there has been and
still is an immense amount of difference of opinion, in
spite of all the time and labour which have been
devoted to the study of it. There are indeed certain
matters about which there is not much disagreement.
Almost everybody is agreedthat certain kinds of actions
ought, as a generalrule, to be avoided; and that under
certain circumstances,which constantlyrecur, it is, as
a general rule, better to act in certain specified ways
rather than in others. There is, moreover, a pretty
general agreement,with regard to certain things which
happen in the world, that it would be better if they
never happened, or, at least, did not happen so often
as they do; and with regard to others, that it would be
better if they happened more often than they do. But
on many questions, even of this kind, there is great
diversity of opinion. Actions which some philosophers
hold to be generally wrong, others hold to be generally
right, and occurrenceswhich some hold to be evils,
:" :,' ,
othershol d to be goods.
And when we come to more fundamental questions
the difference of opinion is even more marked. Ethical
philosophers have, in fact, been largely concerned,not
with laying down rules to the effect that certain ways
of acting are generally or always right, and others
generally or always wrong, nor yet with giving lists of
things which are good and others which are evil, but
with trying to answer more general and fundamental
questions such as the following. What, after all, is it
that we mean to say of an action when we say that it is
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right or ought to be done ? And what is it that we mean
to say of a state of things when we say that it is good
or bad? Can we discover any general characteristic,
which belongs in common to absolutely all right
actions,no matter how different they may be in other
respects? and which does not belong to any actions
except those which are right I And can we similarly
discover any characteristic which belongs in common
to absolurtelyall 'good' things, and which does not
belong to any thing except what is a good ? Or again,
can we discofer any single reason, applicable to all
right actions equally, which is, in every case,tlu reason
why an action is right, when it is right ? And can we,
similarly, discover any reason which is the reasonwhy
a thing is good, when it is good, and which also gives
us the reasonwhy any one thing is better than another,
when it is better? Or is there, perhaps,no such single
reason in either casel On questions of this sort
different philosophers still hold the most diverse
opinions. I think it is true that absolutelyevery answer
which has ever been given to them by any one philosopher would be denied to be true by many others.
There is, at any rate, no such consensusof opinion
among experts about these fundamental ethical questions, as there is about many fundamental propositions
in Mathematics and the Natural Sciences.
Now, it is precisely questions of this sort, about
every one of which there are serious differences of
opinion, that I wish to discussin this book. And from
the fact that so much difference of opinion exists about
them it is natural to infer that they are questionsabout
which it is extremely difficult to discover the truth.
This is, I think, really the case. The probability is,
that hardly any positive proposition, which can as yet
be offered in answer to them, will be strictly and
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absolutely true. With regard to negatioepropositions,
indeed,-propositions to the effect that certain positive
answerswhich have been offered, are false,-the case
seemsto be different. We are, I think, justified in being
much more certain that someof the positive suggestions
which have been made are not true, than that any
particular one among them rs true; though even here,
perhaps,we are not justified i.r being absolutelycertain.
But even if we cannot be justified either in accepting
or rejecting, with absolutecertainty, any of the alternative hypotheseswhich can be suggested,it is, I think,
well worth while to consider carefully the most
important among these rival hypotheses. To realize
and distinguish clearly from one another the most
important of the different views which may be held
about these matters is well worth doing, even if we
ought to admit that the best of them has no more than
a certain amount of probability in its favour, and that
the worst have just a possibility of being true. This,
therefore, is what I shall try to do. I shall try to state
and distinguish clearly from one another what seem to
me to be the most important of the different views
which may be held upon a few of the most fundamental
ethical questions. Some of these views seem to me to
be much nearer the truth than others, and I shall try
to indicate which these are. But even where it seems
pretty certain that some one view is erroneous, and
that another comes, at least, rather nearer to the truth,
it is very difficult to be sure that the latter is strictly
and absolutelytrue.
One great difficulty which arises in ethical discussions is the difficulty of getting quite clear as to
exactly what question it is that we want to answer.
And in order to minimize this difficulty, I propose
to begin, in these first two chapters, by stating one
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particular theory, which seemsto me to be peculiarly
simple and easyto understand. It is a theory which,
so far as I can see,comesvery near to the truth in some
respects, but is quite false in others. And why I
propose to begin with it is merely becauseI think it
brings out particularly clearly the difference between
several quite distinct questions, which are liable to
be confused with one another. If, after stating this
theory, we then go on to consider the most important
objections which might be urged against it, for various
reasons,we shall, I think, pretty well cover the main
topics of ethical discussion, so far as fundamental
principles are concerned.

chosennot to do them, we should not have done them;
and I propose to call all actions of this kind ooluntary
actions.
It should be noticed that, if we define voluntary
actions in this way, it is by no means certain that all
or nearly all voluntary actions are actually thersselves
chosen or willed. It seerns highly probable that an
irnrrrensenumber of the actions which we do, and which
we coulil have avoided, a/we had choeento avoid them,
wecenot them$elveswilled at all. lt is only true of thern
that they are 'voluntary' io the seme that a, particular
act of will, just before their occurrence; would have
been oufficieot to Pesert them; not in the sensethat
they thernselves were brought about by being willed.
And perhaps there is solDe departure from, Golnmon
usage in caliog all such acts 'vohrntary'. \ I do not
thint, however, that it is in accordame sith cortttnon
usageto restrict the name 'voluntarSr'to rctioas which
are quite certainly actually willed. And the class of
actioos to which I propose to give tbe name-all those,
narnely, which we could have prevented, y', imrediately beforehand, we had willed to do so-do, I thiok,
certainly require to be distinguiehed by sorne special
name.;It might, perhaps, be thought that ahnost all
our aitions, or even, in a sense, absolutelyall those,
which properly deserve to be called'ours', are
'voluntary' in this sense: so that the use of this special
name is unnecessary: we rnight, instead, talk simply
of 'our actions'. And it is, I think, true that alnrost all
the actions, of which we should generally think, when
we talk of 'our actions', are of this nature; and even
that, in some contexts, when we talk of 'human
actions', we do refer exclusively to actions of this sort.
But in other contexts such a way of speaking would
be misleading. It is quite certain that both our bodies

This theory starts from the familiar fact that we all
very often seem to have a choice between several
different actions, any one of which we might do, if we
chose. Whether, in such cases,we really do have a
choice, in the sense that we ever really could choose
any other action than the one which in the end we do
choose,is a question upon which it doesnot pronounce
and which will have to be considered later on. AII
that the theory assumesis that, in many cases,there
certainly are a considerablenumber of different actions,
any one of which we could do, if we chose,and between
which, therefore, in lirs sense,we have a choice; while
there are others which we could not do, even if we
did chooseto do them. ft assumes,that is to say, that
in many cases,ryfwe had chosendifferently, we should
have acted differently; and this seems to be an unquestionablefact, which must be admitted, even if we
hold that it is never the casethat we couldhave chosen
differently. Our theory assumes,then, that many of
our actions are under the control of our wills, in the
sensethat r/, just before we began to do them, we had
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and our minds constantly do things, which we certainly
could not have prevented, by merely willing just
beforehandthat they should not be done; and some,
at least, of these things, which our bodies and minds
do, would in certain contextsbe calledactionsof ours.
There would therefore be some risk of confusion if
we were to speak of 'human actions' generally,when
we mean only actions which are 'voluntaryf in the
sense I have defined. It is better, therefore, to give
some special name to actions of this class; and I
cannotthlnk of any better namethan that of'voluntary'
actions. Gf *" iequire further to distinguish from
among them, those which are also voluntary in the
sensethat we definitely willed to do them, we can do
so by calling these'willed' actions.
Our theory holds, then, that a great many of our
actions are voluntary in the sensethat we could have
avoided them, if, just beforehand, we had chosen to
do so. It does not pretend to decide whether we could
have thus chosen to avoid them; it only says that, if
we had so chosen, we should have succeeded. And
its first concern is to lay down some absolutelyuniversal
rules as to the conditions under which actions of this
kind are right or wrongi under which they ought or
ought not to be done; and under which it 'rsov duty
to do them or not to do them. It is quite certain that
we do hold that many voluntary actions are right and
others wrong; that many ought to have been done,
and others ought not to have been done; and that it
was the agent's duty to do some of them, and his duty
not to do others. Whether any actions,except voluntary ones, can be properly said to be right or wrong,
or to be actions which ought or ought not to have been
done, and, if so, in what senseand under what conditions, is again a question which our theory does not
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presume to answer. It only nssumesthat these things
canbe properly said of sq4revoluntary actions,whether
or not they can also be said of other actions as well. It
confines itself, therefore, strictly to voluntary actions;
and with regard to these it asksthe following questions.
Can we discover any characteristic, over and above
the mere fact that they are right, which belongs to
absolutely aJI volwtary actions which are right, and
which at the same time does not belong to any except
those which are right ? And similarly: Can we discover any characteristic,over and above the mere fact
that they are wrong, which belongs to absolutely a//
voluntary actions which are wrong, and which at the
same time does not belong to any except those which
are wrong? And so, too, in the case of the words
'ought' and 'duty', it wants to discover some characteristic which belongs to all voluntary actions which
oughtto be done or which it is our duty to do, and which
does not belong to any except those which we ought
to do; and similarly to discover some characteristic
which belongs to all voluntary actions which ought zot
to be done and which it is our duty notto do, and which
does not belong to any except these. To all these
questions our theory thinks that it can find a comparatively simple answer. And it is this answer which
forrns the first part of the theory. It is, as I say, a
comparathtely simple answer; but nevertheless it
cannot be stated accurately except at some length.
And I think it is worth while to try to stateit accurately.
To begin with, then, this theory points out that all
actions may, theoretically at least, be arranged in a
scale, according to the proportion between the total
quantities of pleasure or pain which they cause. And
when it talks of the total quantities of pleasure'or pain
which an action causes,it is extremely important to
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rea,lizethat it means quite strictly what it says. We
all of us know that many of our actions do cause
pleasure and pain not only to ourselves, but also to
other human beings, and sometimes, perhaps, to
animals as well; and that the effects of our actions,
in this respect, are often not confined to those which
are comparatively direct and immediate, but that their
indirect and remote effects are sometimesquite equally
important or even more so. But in order to arrive at
the total quantities of pleasure or pain caused by an
action, we should, of course, have to take into account
absolutely a// its effects, both near and renrote, direct
and indirect; and we should have to take into account
absolutely all the beings, capable of feeling pleasure
or pain, who were at any time affected by it; not only
ourselves,therefore, and our fellow-men, but also any
animals, to which the action rnight cause
of the lo_w_er
pleasure or pain,'however indirectly; and also any
other beings in the Universe, if there should be any,
who might be affected in the sameway. Some people,
for instance, hold that there is a God and that there
are disembodiedspirits, who may be pleasedor pained
by our actions; and, if this is so, then, in order to
arrive at the total quantities of pleasure or pain which
an action causes,we should have, of course, to take
into account, not only the pleasures or pains which it
may cause to men and animals upon this earth, but
also those which it may cause to God or to disembodied spirits. By the AUSI*itte"
of pleasure
or pain which an action causes,this.theory means,
then, quite strictly what it says. ( It means the
quantities which would be arrived dt, if we could
take into account absolutely all the amounts of
pleasure or pain, which result from the actionl no
matter how indirect or remote these results may be,
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and no matter what may be the nature of the beings
who feel them. )
But if we understand the total quantities of pleasure
or pain caused by an action in this strict sense,then
obviously, theoretically at least, six different casesare
possible. It is obviously theoretically possible in the
first place (r) that an action should, in its total effects,
causesome pleasurebut absolutelyno pain; and it is
obviously also possible (z) that, while it causesboth
pleasureand pain, the total quantity of pleasureshould
be greater than the total quantity of pain. These are
two out of the six theoretically possible casesl and
these two may be grouped together by saying that, in
both of them, the action in question causesan eficess
of pleasure over pain, ot more pleasure than pain.
This descriptionwill, of course,if taken quite strictly,
apply only to the second of the two; since an action
which causesno pain whatever cannot strictly be said
to causemore pleasurethan pain. But it is convenient
to have some description, which may be understood
to cover both casesl and if we describe no pain at all
as a zerc quantity of pain, then obviously we may say
that an action which causes some pleasure and no
pain, does causea greater quantity of pleasure than of
pain, since any positive quantity is greater than zero.
I propose, therefore, for the sake of convenience,to
speak of both these first two casesas casesin which
an action causesan excessof pleasureover pain,
But obviously two other cases, which are also
theoretically possible, are (r) that in which an action,
in its total effects, causessome pain but absolutely no
pleasure, and (z) that in which, while it causesboth
pleasure and pain, the total quantity of.pain is greater
than the total quantity of.pleasure. And of both these
two cases I propose to speak, for the reason just
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explained, as casesin which an actiori causesan e&cest
of.pain over Pleasure.
There remain two other cases,and two only, which
are still theoretically possible; namely (r) that an
action should cause absolutely no pleasure and also
absolutely no pain, and (z) that, while it causesboth
pleasureand pain, the total quantities of eachshould be
exactly equal. And in both these two cases,we may'
of course, say that the action in question causes zo
excess either of pleasure over pain or of pain over
pleasure.
Of absolutely every action, therefore, it must be
true, in the sense explained, that it either causesan
excessof pleasureover pain, or an excessof pain over
pleasure,or neither. This threefold division covers all
the.sj4possiblecases. But, of course,of any two actions,
bottiof which causean excessof pleasureover pain,
or of pain over pleasure,it may be true that the excess
caused by the one is greater than that caused by the
other. And, this being so, all actions may, theoretically
at least, be arranged in a scale,starting at the top with
those which causethe greatestexcessof pleasure over
pain; passing downwards by degrees through cases
where the excessof pleasure over pain is continually
smaller and smaller, until we reach those actions which
causeno excesseither of pleasureover pain or of pain
over pleasure: then starting again with those which
causean excessof pain over pleasure,but only'the
smallest possible one; going on by degrees to cases
in which the excessof pain over pleasureis continually
larger and larger; until we reach, at the bottom, those
casesin which the excessof pain over pleasure is the
greatest.
The principle upon which this scaleis arrangedis,,
I think, perfectly easyto understand,though it cannot
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be stated accurately except in rather a complicated
way. The principle is: That any action which causes
an excessof pleasureover pain will always come higher
in the scaleeither than an action which causesa smaller
excessof pleasure over pain, or tharr an action which
causesno excesseither of pleasureover pain or of pain
over pleasure, or than one which causesan excessof
pain over pleasure; That any action which causesno
excess either of pleasure over pain or of pain over
pleasure will always come higher than any which
causes an excess of piin over pl'easure; and finally
That any, which causesan excessof pain over pleasure,
will always come higher than one which causes a
greater excess of pain over pleasure. And obviously
this statement is rather complicated. But yet, so far
as I can see, there is no simpler way of stating quite
accurately the principle upon which the scale is
arranged. r-By saying that one action comes higher in
the scalethan another, we may mean any one of these
five different things; and I can find no simple expression which will really apply quite accurately to all
five cases.j
But it has, I think, been customary, among ethical
writers, to speak loosely of any action, which comes
higher in this scale than another, for any one of these
five reasons,as causing more pleasurethan that other,
or causing greater balarce of pleasure over pain.
^ if we are comparing five different actions,
For instance,
one of which comes higher in the scale than any of
the rest, it has been customary to say that, among the
five, this is the one which causesanathnutnof. pleasure,
or a ma*imum balarueof pleasureover pain. To speak
in this way is obviously eitremely inaccurate,for many
different reasons.(It is obvious, for instance, that an
action which comes lower in the scale mav actuallv

18
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pro{uce much more pleasure than one which comes
higher, prgvided this effect is counteracted by its-a/so
causing a much greater quantity of pain. And it is
obvious also that,.of two actions, one of which comes
higher in the scale than another, ruithet may cause a
balance of pleasure over pain, but both actu4lly Snore
pain than pleasure. For these and other reasonsit is
quite inaqcurate to speak as if the place of an action
in the scalewere determined either by the total quantity
of pleasure that it causes,or by the total balance of
pleasure over pain. But this way of speaking, though
inaccurate, is also extremely convenient; and of the
two alternative expressions, the one which is the
most inaccurate is also the most convenient. It is
much more convenient to be able to refer to any action
which comes higher in the scale as simply causing
morepleasure,than to have to say' every time, that it
causesa greatet balante of pleasure ooer pain.

I

be clearly understood that, when, in what follows, I
speak of one action as causing more pleasure than
another, I shall not mean strictly what I say, but only
that the former action is related to the latter in one or
other of the five following ways. I shall mean that the
two actions are related to one another either (l) by
the fact that, while both cause an excessof pleasure
over pain, the former causesa gre-aterexless than the
latter I or (z) by the fact that, while the former causes
an excessof pleasure over pain, the latter causes no
excess whatever either of pleasure over pain, or of
pain over pleasure; or (3) by the fact that, while the

I
I
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former causes an excess of pleasure over pain, the
latter causesan excessof pain over pleasure; or (4) by
the fact that, while the former causesno excesswhatever either of pleasure over pain or of pain over
pleasure, the latter doeScause an excessof pain over
pleasurel or (5) by the fact that, while both causean
excessof pain over pleasurb,the former causesa smaller
excessthan the latter. It must be remembered, too,
that in every case we shall be speaking of. the total
quantities of pleasure and pain causedby the actions,
in the strictest possible sense; taking into account,
that is to say, absolutely all their effects, however
remote and indirect.
But now, if we understand the statement that one
action causesmore pleasure than another in the sense
just explained, we may express as follows the fust
principle, which the theory I wish to state lays down
with regard to right and wrong, as applied to voluntary
actions. This first principle is a very simple one;
for it merely asserts: That a voluntary action is right,
whenever and only when the agent could ttot, even if
he had choeen, have done any other action instead,
which would have causedmore pleasure than the one
he did do; and that a voluntary action is wrong,
whenever and only when the agent could, if he had
chosen, have done some other action instead, which
would have causedmore pleasure than the one he did
do. It must be remembered that our theory does not
asseft that any agent ever could have chosen_any
other
action than the one he actually performed. It only
asserts, that, in the case of all voluntary actions, he
could have acted difrerently, if he had chosen; not
that he could have made the choice. It does not assert,
therefore, that right and wrong depend upon what he
could,choose.As to this, it makes no assertion at all:

T/
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it neither affirms nor denies that they do so depend.
It only asserts that they do depend upon what he
could have done or could do, e/he chose. In every case
of voluntary action, a man could, y' he had so chosen
just before, have done at least one other action instead.
That was the definition of a voluntary action: and
it seemsquite certain that many actions are voluntary
in this sense. And what our theory asserts is that,
where among the actions ,which he could thus have
done instead,y'he had chosen,there is any one which
would have caused more- pleasure than the one he
did do, then his action is always wrong; but that in
all other cases it is right. This is what our theory_
asserts,if we remembeithat the phrase 'causing mor.epleasure'is to be understood in the inaccurate sense
explained above.
But it will be convenient, in what follows, to introduce yet another inaccuracy in our statement of it.
It asserts,we have seen, that the question whether a
voluntary action is right or wrongr depends upon the
question whether, among all the other actions, which
the agent could have done instead, if he had chosen,
there is or is not any which would have produced more
pleasure than the one he did do. But it would be
highly inconvenient, every time we have to mention
the theory, to use the whole phrase 'all the other
actions which the agent could have done instead, 1f
he had chosen'. I propose,therefore,instead to call
thesesimply'all the other actionswhich he couldhave
done', or 'which were possibleto him'. This is, of
course, inaccurate, since it is, in a sense,not true that
he could have done them, if he could not have chosen
them: and our theory does not pretend to say whether
he eoercould have chosen them. Moreover, even if it
is true that he could sometimeshave chosen an action

II
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which he did not choose,it is pretty certain that it is not
always so; it is pretty certain that it is sometimesout
of his power to choose an action, which he certainly
could have done, if he had chosen. It is not true,
therefore, that all the actions which he could have
done, if he had chosen, are actions which, in every
sense,he could have done, even if it is true that somc
of them are. But neverthelessI propose,for the sakeof
brevity, to speak of them all as actions whichhe could
have donel and this again, I think, need lead to no
confusion, if it be clearly understood that I am doing
so. It must, then, be clearlyunderstoodthat, when, in
what follows, I speakof all the actions which the agent
could have done, or all those open to him under the
circumstances,I shall mean only all those which he
a
could have done, if he had chosen, -.
' . nn
Understanding this, then, we may state the first
principle which our theory lays down quite briefly by
saying: 'A voluntary action is right, whenever and
only when no other action possible to the agent under
the circumstanceswould have causedmore pleasure;
in all other cases,it is wrong.' This is its answer to
the questions: What characteristic is there which
belongs to all vohntary actions which are right, and
only those among them which are right ? and what
characteristicis there which belongs to all those which
are wrong, and only to those which are wrong? But
it also askedthe very samequestionswith regard to two
other classesof voluntary actions-those which ought
or ought nottobe done, and those which itis our duty
to do or not to do. And its answer to the question
concerning these conceptions differs from its answer
to the question concerning right and wrong in a
way, which is, indeed, comparatively unimportant, but
which vet deservesto be noticed.

E THICS

It may have been observed that our theory does zol
assert that a voluntary action is right only where it
c^lrses ,nore pleasure than any action which the agent
could have done instead. It confines itself to asserting
that, in order to be right, such an action must carue
at least as much pleasureas any which the agent could
have done instead. And it confines itself in this way
for the following reason. It is obviously possible,
theoretically at least, that, among the dternatives open
to an agent at a given moment, there may be two or
more which would produce precisely eqtnl amounts
of pleasure,while all of them produced more than any
of the other possible alternativesl and in such cases,
our theory would say, an! oneofthese actionswould be
perfectly right. It recognizes,therefore, that there may
be casesin which no single one of the actions open to
the agent can be distinguished as ffte right one to do;
that in many cases,on the contrary, several difrerent
actions may all be equally right; or, in other words,
that to say that a man acted rightly doesnot necessarily
imply that, if he had done anything else instead, he
would have acted wrongly. And this is certainly in
accordancewith common usage. We all do constantly
imply that sorhretimeswhen a man was right in doing
what he did, yet he might have been equally right, if
he had acted differently: that there may be several
different alternatives open to him, none of which can
definitely be said to be wrong. This is why our theory
refuses to commit itself to the view that an action is
right only where it produces more pleasure than any
of the other possible alternatives. For, if this were so;
then it would follow that no two alternativescould bver
be equally right: some one of them would always have
to be tlu right one, and all the rest wrong. But it is
precisely in this respect that it holds that the concep-
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tions of'ought' and of'duty' differ from the concePtion of what is 'right'. When we say that a man
'ought'to do one particular action, or that it is his
'duty'to do it, we do imply that it would be wrong
for him to do anything else.)And hence our theory
holds that, in the caseof 'ought'and'duty'we may
say, what we could not say in the case of 'right',
r(amely, that an action ought to be done or is our
duty, only where it produces more pleasurethan any
which we could have done instead.
From this distinction several consequencesfollow.
It follows firstly that a voluntary action may be 'right'
without being an action which we 'ought' to do or
which it is our'duty'to do. It is, of course,always
our duty to act rightly, in the sensethat, if we don't
act rightly, we shall alwaysbe doing what we ought not.
It is, therefore, true, in a sense,that whenever we act
rightly, we are always doing our duty and doing what
v/e ought. But what is not true is that, whenever a
particular action is right, it is alwaysour duty to do that
particular action and no other. This is not true!
because, theoretically at least, cases may occur in
which some other action would be quite equally right,
and in such cases,we are obviously under no obligation
whatever to do the one rather than the other: whichever we do, we shall be doing our duty and doing
as we ought. And it would be rash to affirm that such
cases never do practically occur. We all commonly
hold that they do: that very often indeed we are under
no positive obligation to do one action rather than
come other I that it does not matter which we do.
We must, then, be careful not to affirm that, becauseit
is alwaysour duty to act rightly, therefore any particular
action, which is right, is always also one which it is
our duty to do. This is not so, because,even lvhere an
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action is right, it doesnot follow that it would be wrong
to do something elseinstead; whereas,if an action is
a duty or an action which we positively ought to do, it
always would be wrong to do anything else instead.
The first consequence,then, which follows, from
this distinction between what is right, on the one
hand, and what ought to be done or is our duty, on
the other, is that a voluntary action may be right,
without being an action which we ought to do or which
it is our duty to do. And from this it follows further
that the relation between'right'and what ought to be
done is not on a par with that between'wrong'and
what ought twt to be done. Every action which is
wrcing is also an action which ought not to be done
and which it is our duty not to do; and also,conversely,
every action which ought not to be done, or which it is
our duty not to do, is wrong. These three negative
terms are precisely and absolutely coextensive. To
say that an action is or was wrong, is to imply that it
ought not to be, or to have been, done; and the
converse implication also holds. But in the case of
'right' and 'ought', only one of the two converse
propositionsholds. Every action which ought to be
done or which is our duty, is certainly also right; to
say the one thing of any action is to imply the other.
But here the converseis not truel since, as we have
seen, to say that an action is right is zol to imply
that it ought to be done or that it is our duty : an action
may be right, without either of these two other things
being true of it. In this respectthe relation between
the positiveconceptions'right' and 'ought to be done'
is not on a par with that between the negative conceptions 'wrong' and 'ought not to be done'. The
two positive conceptions are not coextensive,whereas
the two negative ones are so.
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And thirdly and finally, it also follows that whereas
every voluntary action, without exception, must be
either right or wrong, it is by no means necessarily
true of every voluntary action that it either ought to be
done or ought not to be done,-that it either is our
duty to do it, or our duty not to do it. On the contrary,
casesmay occur quite frequently where it is neither
our duty to do a particular action, nor yet our duty
not to do it. This will occur, whenever, among the
alternativesopen to us, there are two or more, any one
of which would be equally right. And hence we must
not supposethat, wherever we have a choice of actions
before us, there is always some one among them (z/
we could only find out which), which is /ie one which
we ought to do, while all the rest are definitely wrong.
It may quite well be the case that there is no one
among them, which we are under a positive obligation
to do, although there always must be at least one which
it would be right to do. There will be one which we
definitely ought to do, in those casesand those cases
only, where there happens to be onljt one which is
right under the circumstances-where, that is to salr
there are not several which would all be equally right,
but some one of the alternatives open to us is the only
right thing to do. And hence in many caseswe cannot
definitely say of a voluntary action either that it was
the agent's duty to do it nor yet that it was his duty
not to do it. There may be casesin which none of the
alternativesopen to us is definitely prescribed by duty.
To sum up, then: The answerswhich this theory
gives to its first set of questions is as follows. A characteristic which belongs to all right voluntary actions,
and only to thosewhich are right, is, it says,this : That
they all cause at least as tnuch pleasure as any action
which the agent could have done instead; or, in other
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words, they all produce a maximum of pleasure. A
characteristic which belongs to all voluntary actions,
which ought to be done or which it is our duty to do,
and onlyio these,is, it says,the slightly different one:
That they all causetnore pTeasurethan any which the
agent could have done instead; or, in other words,
among all the possible alternatives, it is they which
produce tlc maximum of pleasure. And finally, a
characteristic which belongs to all voluntary actions
which are wrong, or which ought not to be done, or
which it is our duty not to do, and which belongs only
to these,is, in all three casesthe same,namely: That
they all cause /ess pleasure than some other action
which the agent could have done instead. These three
statementstogether constitute what I will call the first
part of the theory; and, whether we agreewith them
or not, it must, I think, at least be admitted that they
are propositions of a very fundamental nature and of a
very wide range, so that it would be worth while to
know, if possible,whether they are true.
But this first part of the theory is by no means the
whole of it. There are two other parts of it, which are
at least equally important; and, before we go on to
consider the objections which may be urged against
it, it will, I think, be best to state these other parts.
They may, however, conveniently form the subject
of a new chapter.

CHAPTER

UTILITARIANISM

II

(concluded)

IN the last chapter I stated the first part of an ethical
theory, which I chose out for consideration, not
becauseI agreed with it, but becauseit seemedto me
to bring out particularly clearly the distinction between
some of the most fundamental subjects of ethical
discussion. This first part consisted in asserting that
there is a certain characteristic which belongs to
absolutely all voluntary actions which are right, and
only to those which are right; another closely allied
characteristic which belongs to all voluntary actions
which ought to be done or are duties, and. only to
these; a third characteristic which belongs to all
voluntary actions which are wrongr ought not to be
done, or which it is our duty not to do, and only to
those voluntary actions of which these things are true.
And when the theory makes these assertionsit means
the words 'all' and 'only' to be understood quite
strictly. That is to say, it means its propositions to
apply to absolutely every voluntary action, which ever
has been done, or ever will be done, no matter who
did it, or when it was or will be done; and not only to
those which actually have been or will be done, but
also to all those which have been or will be possible,in
a certain definite sense.
The sense in which it means its propositions to
apply to possible,as well as actual, voluntary actions, is,
it must be remembered, only if we agree to give the
name 'possible' to all those actions which an agent
couldhave done, alfhe had chosen,and to those which,
in the future, any agent w^ill be able to do, e/ he were

